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This project was created to advance the knowledge of local historic preservation, to open a
dialogue with the public and to be used as an example for others seeking to understand the
motivations and experiences of historic preservation participants and stakeholders in other
locations. It seeks to bring the offline conversation about historic preservation in Roswell, GA
into an online space. This was done by constructing a blog that provides readers with informative
articles about Roswell’s historic preservation efforts and invites them to participate by
contributing their own experiences with the city’s history. The articles were informed by
secondary research from historic preservation scholarship, first-hand observation, and interviews
with people (“participants”) involved in various aspects of Roswell’s historic preservation.
Because online discussion of historic preservation is still a developing entity and because a
widespread advertising campaign to raise awareness of the blog is crucial, “Preserving Roswell”
transitioned from its original purpose as an interactive space to discuss Roswell’s historic
preservation into an educational resource for its readers.
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3
Introduction
In July of 1864 during the Civil War, after the Battle of Kennesaw Mountain but
before the Battle of Atlanta, Union troops occupied the small mill-town of Roswell,
Georgia –despite the efforts of retreating Confederate troops to secure the town by
burning the covered bridge that spanned the Chattahoochee River. Roswell, located 30
miles north of Atlanta, was founded in 1839 by Roswell King, a former plantation
overseer turned business entrepreneur who envisioned building a mill on the banks of fast
flowing Vickery Creek. The town of Roswell grew up around that mill, and by the
summer of 1864, the Roswell Manufacturing Company wool mill was the heart of the
town’s economy and produced gray cloth for the Confederate Army. But this success was
what had attracted Sherman’s attention to Roswell. He gave orders to Brigadier General
Garrard to burn down the mill and arrest the workers.
Although this was a striking blow to the town, the rest of it –from the grandiose
Greek-temple style mansions to the humblest of farmhouses –was spared the ravages that
befell other Southern towns during “The March to the Sea.” Local legend has it that
Roswell was saved because of Masonic Brotherhood connections between the town’s
most prominent citizens and Brigadier General Garrard. In reality however, the Union
officials were more concerned with destroying the mill; the mansions served as
convenient, comfortable headquarters while they occupied the town. In one way, it can be
argued that those Union soldiers were the first preservationists of Roswell –and their
unwitting legacy has been carried on through the years by others, evidenced today by
nearly 90 percent of the town’s original antebellum structures still standing.1

1

City of Roswell employee interview with the author, March 2011. The interview process is discussed on
page 9 in footnote 7.
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The city of Roswell’s has always had strong support from the local government
and citizens for its historic preservation efforts, from before the creation of the Historic
District in 1971 to modern-day projects. Because of this support, most often from
volunteers, the city’s historic district today is about 640 acres and a bustling, aesthetically
unique place of commerce, entertainment, and education that serves as a socializing spot
for residents and an appealing day trip for visitors.
The lively center of Roswell’s historic district is Canton Street, where residents
and visitors alike intermingle on brick-lined sidewalks in front of the 19th century
structures that have been converted into art galleries, restaurants, boutiques, offices, and
antique stores. This street and the nearby Roswell Square are also locations for a number
of different festivals and events during the year, bringing even more people to the
Historic District. There are historic markers and plaques throughout the District for the
curious, but Roswell is fortunate to have most of its history preserved in a much more
visible fashion beyond a sign stating “This historic site used to be here, but now there’s a
gas station!” Historic structures are visible through the District, whether it is a former
mill supply store converted into a café, a street with several 19th century churches
clustered around each other, the city’s first cemetery that now has a neighborhood
surrounding it, or an antebellum home turned into a space for weddings and specials
events. There is also “The Southern Trilogy,” Roswell’s three historic house museums.
These antebellum mansions, Barrington Hall, Bulloch Hall, and the Smith Plantation,
were all once homes for three of Roswell’s founding families. The buildings are now
owned by the city and have been as accurately as possible restored to their original 19th
century appearances, from white-painted façades to wood-paneled interiors. They are
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open for public tours and offer to tell visitors “the authentic story of the American south
in Historic Roswell, Georgia.”2
But that story does not include the lesser-known one about Roswell’s historic
preservation. It is not enough to just see the results of the city’s historic preservation
efforts while strolling down the sidewalk or touring one of the house museums. People
should also know how so many of Roswell’s historic sites came to be preserved or why it
is important that the city’s continuing efforts to preserve its history are appreciated and
supported by future generations. Without this knowledge, a deeper understanding of
Roswell’s history, from the positive legacy of its entrepreneurial founders who carved a
town out of the wilderness, to the painful past of slavery and racism, will be lost. It is
crucial to understand the past – to preserve the positive and ensure the mistakes are not
repeated.
I created the blog “Preserving Roswell” in order to help share this knowledge
about historic preservation in Roswell with the public.3 This project was designed with
the intention to advance the knowledge of local historic preservation among people with
little to no understanding of it, to open a dialogue with the public and to be used as an
example for others seeking to understand the motivations and experiences of historic
preservation participants and stakeholders in other locations. It also offers encouragement
that new technologies can be used to facilitate discussions and further knowledge about
historic preservation. This paper analyzes the planning, creation and participants of the
“Preserving Roswell” blog, within the context of scholarship from scholars and historic
preservationists. This paper also considers possible strategies for expanding the blog’s

2
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“The Southern Trilogy” Advertising Pamphlet
Emily Fox, Preserving Roswell Blog, http://preservingroswell.wordpress.com/
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reach and furthering research into historic preservation through social media and other
new technologies. The value of historic preservation in the 21st century is more than
“saving some old buildings.” As in Roswell’s case, it can create an entire community,
both social and economic, around the historic district that can eventually be extended into
an online space, thus expanding the conversation from the local town to the potentially
global community. I believe that community is defined by both the location itself
(specifically the Roswell Historic District) and the people who share and participate in
the area’s social, cultural, and historical interests.
Planning “Preserving Roswell”
As a lifelong resident of Roswell, a city that retains nearly 90% of its original
antebellum structures, I was interested in exploring themes connected to Roswell’s
historic preservation: how and why so many of the original buildings were preserved,
how historic preservation impacts a community and ultimately trying to increase public
knowledge, interest, and discussion about Roswell’s historic preservation.
I decided that creating a blog would be the most practical medium to embody this
project because blogs reach a wide audience online across many age and interest groups.4
This access was very important because the intended audience for “Preserving Roswell”
was anyone who could potentially be interested in Roswell’s historic preservation,
especially people who had little to no knowledge of the city’s historic preservation efforts
and were interested in learning more.
A blog also allows readers to comment on both the posted articles and comments
from other readers. This creates an opportunity for conversation to develop among the
4

Kathryn Zickuhr. “Generations 2010,” Pew Internet and American Life Project,
http://www.pewinternet.org/Reports/2010/Generations-2010/Overview/Findings.aspx (accessed June, 2011).
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readers and the author. Participants in the online conversation would be able to talk with
people they would most likely never encounter offline in actual reality. By introducing
participants to new information and different ideas, they are given the opportunity to
consider new avenues of thinking and broaden their own horizons. One Roswell resident
said that she had “no time to get involved in meetings and debates… [and she] follows
local issues by reading the newspaper.”5 In this case, the “Preserving Roswell” blog
would serve not only as a source of information for the resident but it would also allow
her and other “busy” readers to share their opinions and interact with others when they
might otherwise not have the opportunity to participate in a discussion about historic
preservation.
Participation in the discussion on Roswell’s historic preservation efforts matters
because historic preservation has a community-building function in addition to an
aesthetic one, giving it a new relevance today, as historic preservation scholars Lina
Cofresi and Rosetta Radtke describe:
Local preservation has crossed the threshold into the twenty-first century with
many accomplishments to celebrate. … More people have had direct, positive
experiences with both the aesthetic and economic advantages that a preservation
presence brings to a community. … They will see that preservation is not just
about saving a few grand old houses somewhere else, but it is right here, that it is
about them and their families, what they hold dear and where they call home.6
The modern relevance is why I conceptualized “Preserving Roswell” as a public
space to encourage discussion about historic preservation in Roswell with informal
articles, pictures, and participant interviews. The articles are intended for an audience not
familiar with historic preservation or Historic Roswell (making them accessible to

5

Roswell resident interviews with the author, March and April 2011
Lina Cofresi and Rosetta Radtke, “Local Government Programs: Preservation
Where it Counts” in A Richer Heritage: Historic Preservation in the Twenty-First Century, ed. Robert E.
Stipe (Chapel Hill: The University of North Carolina Press, 2003), 155.
6
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residents and non-residents) and would invite the readers’ questions and/or comments to
create a conversation about Roswell’s historic preservation. Combining these articles
with the pictures’ visual reinforcement of Roswell’s historic sites bring the actual,
physical landscape of the Historic District into the more immediately accessible virtual
world. In this way, the offline historic preservation conversation and community can be
brought online –participants can learn about the city’s historic preservation efforts and
speak with others about local historic preservation from the comfort of their own homes.

Creating the “Preserving Roswell” Blog
Constructing the Blog
Topics for the blog articles were considered based on two factors: the current
relevancy of the topic concerning historic preservation in Roswell and the appeal of the
topic to the average reader (thus the topic’s potential ability to generate discussion from
readers). In the end, eight main articles were written that cover a range of topics
concerning Roswell’s historic preservation. Some articles, such as those about the
Roswell Historic Preservation Commission and the ones exploring lost or at risk sites (the
Lebanon Baptist Church and the Hembree Farmhouse) examine historic preservation
issues that often cause debate with the underlying themes of private property rights vs.
commissions and preservation attempts vs. modern progress. Pictures and illustrations
accompany the articles, and readers are encouraged at the end of the articles to contribute
to the discussion of that particular topic.

9
Gathering Information
I accessed Roswell’s historic sites to take pictures, make observations, and speak
with a variety of different people, such as visitors to Roswell, residents of the city,
volunteers, and employees at the different sites. I was also able to arrange interviews with
other participants and stakeholders involved in Roswell’s historic preservation such as
city employees, members of the Roswell Historic Preservation Commission and members
of the Roswell Historical Society. In total, interview participants included three city
employees, one member of the Roswell Historical Society, two historic site volunteers,
eight Roswell residents, and about a dozen visitors to the Roswell Historic District.
Discussions with the participants ranged from formal, over-an-hour interviews to more
informal, ten-minute conversations. 7 At the center of the interviews and discussions with
these participants were two questions: “Why is historic preservation in Roswell
important?” and “What does it mean to you?”
These questions prompted the participants consider historic preservation in
Roswell on both a broad scale of importance to the community and on a personal level of
meaning to the individual. In the prologue to “A Richer Heritage: Historic Preservation in
the Twenty-First Century”, Editor Richard Stipe outlines seven reasons that historic
preservation is important –to historic preservationists. One of these reasons is that “we
strive to save our historic and architectural heritage simply because we have lived with it

7

All participant interviews were recorded digitally by the author, except for four visitors that declined to be
recorded. Supplementary notes were also taken in the case of all interviews. These interviews are used as
the main source of participant views about historic preservation in Roswell. Most participants requested to
be anonymous so all names have been withheld.
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and it has become a part of us. The presence of our physical past creates expectations –
expectations that are important parts of our daily lives.” 8
Roswell’s Historic District is a prominent feature in the daily lives of thousands
of people. In interviews, six of the eight Roswell residents spoken to said that they spend
time in the Historic District on a weekly basis but never “pay much attention to [their]
surroundings.” 9 A major traffic corridor runs straight through the District which
thousands of commuters from the suburbs heading south to Atlanta use in the mornings
and then use again in the late afternoon as they head north towards home. When I
discussed the history of the Roswell area with one commuter, she wryly responded that
she had always associated that road in the Historic District with just being another traffic
jam to avoid as much as possible and she “never thought about what she was driving
through”.10 And it is understandable that people stuck in traffic or trying to get daily
errands done might not be interested in a history lesson.

This makes “Preserving

Roswell” a convenient option for these people to engage in Roswell’s historic
preservation because they are able to access it on their own time and focus on the issues
that particularly appeal to their own, personal interests.
Interviews with participants and stakeholders involved in Roswell’s historic
preservation revealed that when they do think about Roswell’s historic preservation, they
place it in the context of how it creates a community. Almost every other interview
emphasized the word “community” in reference to historic preservation in Roswell, both
to its overall importance and on a personal level. The Historic District gives Roswell a

8

Ed. Robert E. Stipe, “Prologue” in A Richer Heritage: Historic Preservation in the Twenty-First Century,
(Chapel Hill: The University of North Carolina Press, 2003), xiii.
9
Roswell resident interviews with the author, March and April 2011.
10
Visitor interview with the author, March 2011
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unique character and serves as an important part of the city’s social and economic
concerns. Art and street festivals bring residents and visitors together and the District
encompasses popular restaurants and shops that, set against the area’s historic backdrop,
appeal to many people. A Roswell city employee explains
…it’s the area itself…everyone shares in it. That’s why the owners of the Smith
Plantation allowed City Hall and the police station and the cultural center to be
built on the property –enough of the grounds were all ready being saved, along
with the house. So the city’s center is built in the middle of this history and it’s
more accessible. I don’t know if people realize how accessible the Historic
District really is; once you park anywhere you can walk from Point A to Point B,
if you wanted. That’s the visitor appeal and why residents are so supportive of the
city’s efforts to maintain the historic area. You can come here for a tour, walk
over to the pizza place, visit the [art gallery] and then have some coffee, all in a
few blocks of each other. 11
In “Placelessness and the Rationale for Historic Preservation,” history professor Jeffrey
Owens poses the question. “…towns and cities grow ever more generic, sporting the
same corporate logos in every business district and the same housing in every
neighborhood. What remains to distinguish one place from another?”12 Owens’ question
emphasizes a point that many participants in “Preserving Roswell” interviews made: –
that Roswell’s historic preservation efforts and the creation/maintenance of the Historic
District set the city apart from other places, avoiding a “generic” label while lending
itself to the formation of a community. The city of Roswell has not only physically built
itself and created a community around the Historic District, but Roswell has also
constructed a defining identity around that history because the physical proof of the past
can still be seen in the form of antebellum mansions and crumbling mill ruins. A city
employee said during an interview that
11

City employee interview with the author, March 2011.
Jeffrey A. Owens, “Placelessness and the Rationale for Historic Preservation:
National Contexts and East Texas Examples,” East Texas Historical Journal 43, no. 2 (2005),
http://www.ebscohost.com/.
12
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there’s so much done here that [the Historic District] is very important. It sets us
apart from Alpharetta…and now from Milton. We have this area that isn’t just
shopping and neighborhoods and roads. …it looks and feels different. It’s history.
There were Civil War soldiers here and Teddy [Roosevelt] visited his mother’s
home [Bulloch Hall] and Margaret Mitchell wrote about us. So when we have the
arts festival or Alive After 5 [one of the street festivals], everybody comes here
and joins in being part of that history.13
A resident shared a similar opinion in her interview:
Roswell defines itself by the historic district. We’re a cut-through town and [the
historic district] is the only hallmark of the community. It’s a structural element
and it makes the history become meaningful and it reminds all the generations
that we’re connected. The fact that we’ve been able to preserve as much as we’ve
been able to is a big deal. It’s hard to do it all.14
These statements emphasize how Roswell is distinct from neighboring cities, how it is
memorable because of the Historic District and the community that has grown up around
it. The District is a focal point of identification for non-residents and is a unifying
foundation for the Roswell community that has led to the efforts to preserve it over the
decades. Present-day residents are able to interact with elements of the past in their daily
lives, which creates an incentive to maintain it for future generations.
But perhaps some people take the Historic District and historic sites for granted
and are unaware of what has transpired in the past to make the District what it is today. I
received the impression from informal interviews with visitors and residents in the
Historic District that people may not know how volunteer contributions have been a, if
not the, major driving force behind many of the city’s historic preservation stories. More
than half of the queried residents and visitors were aware that volunteers are major
sources of support for the historic sites today, but the participants did not have much

13
14

City employee interview with the author, April 2011.
Roswell resident interview with the author, March 2011.
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more to say about volunteers beyond knowing they were unpaid tour guides. 15
“Preserving Roswell” therefore endeavors through its entries to advance the knowledge
of local historic preservation, to open a dialogue with the public and to be used as an
example for others seeking to understand the motivations and experiences of historic
preservation participants and stakeholders in other locations.

The Blog Articles
The eight entries created for the “Preserving Roswell” blog (what participants
would see during the course of the project from January to April 2011) provide a primary
outline of key points to Roswell’s historic preservation efforts. Some of entries provide
basic information about lesser-known “behind the scenes” historic preservation topics in
the city, such as the Historic Preservation Commission and contributions to Roswell’s
historic preservation by volunteers. Other articles provide information about popular
historic sites in the city and how they were acquired by the city of Roswell. The articles
directly ask readers to participate by sharing their comments or relevant stories and
indirectly invites them to participate by exposing them to new ideas and perspectives on
Roswell’s historic preservation.16 The articles themselves were informed by secondary
research from historic preservation scholarship, first-hand observation, and interviews
with people (“participants”) involved in various aspects of Roswell’s historic
preservation.

15

Interviews with the author, March and April 2011.
Emily Fox, “Dam! Mill Ruins!” Preserving Roswell Blog,
http://preservingroswell.wordpress.com/2011/04/14/78/ (January to April, 2011).
16
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The first blog article is a “Personal Reflections” entry about how I grew up in
Roswell and was exposed to the city’s history (and historic preservation stories) on a
relatively daily basis. Although I did not live in the Historic District, my family was close
enough to it so that visits there were frequent. I also attended “historic summer camp” at
Bulloch Hall, where my fellow campers and I learned how to dip strings in wax to create
candles, make dolls out of handkerchiefs and other child-friendly activities from the 19th
century. There were frequent hiking excursions at the Vickery Creek mill and dam ruins
and shopping trips to Canton Street. Roswell’s Historic District was as much a part of my
life as going to the park or going to the mall. This is my own answer to the question I
posed to interview participants: “What does historic preservation in Roswell mean to
you?” This entry also establishes the more informal tone of the blog.
The second entry introduces readers to how historic preservation and modern
development intersects in Roswell, using the example of the Roswell Mill site. Here,
visitors are able to see structures from three different time periods in one location. At the
bottom of a large hill are the 19th century mill ruins resting next to Vickery Creek. In the
center of the hill sits the former mill building (now home to offices and an event facility)
constructed in the early 20th century, and at the top of the hill are modern-day
condominiums. The accompanying photo in the entry illustrates the striking visual
intersection of the three different time periods.
The third blog entry provides readers with a basic introduction to the Roswell
Historic Preservation Commission (HPC) and explains who they are and what their
purpose is in Roswell’s historic preservation efforts. The HPC is perhaps the most
important part of the city government’s involvement with historic preservation, but six of
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the eight residents interviewed had no idea that the HPC even exists, which makes the
entry important as it raises awareness of their presence.17 Like many historic preservation
commissions around the country, the Roswell HPC “[has] a direct impact on the use of
individual properties, and decisions regarding how they may be treated,” 18 as Cofresi
and Radtke explain. The Roswell HPC works most often with property owners who wish
to alter some external aspect within the Historic District. Such changes include painting a
fence a new color, adding solar panels to a roof, cutting down large, visible trees, and
removing structures.19 The HPC does not control internal structure renovation. Roswell
also follows “the tendency for governing boards to favor the appointment of members of
the real estate and development communities in order to ‘balance’ the interests of
builders and preservationists,”20 as six of the eight board members have connections to
the real estate or building industry. Of the remaining two, one is a retired architect and
the other is a Historical Society representative. Yet despite the seeming favoritism
towards developers, the Roswell HPC has managed to successfully dovetail the needs of
historic preservation and the needs of modern development.
The Hembree Farmhouse Site is the blog’s fourth article. This entry examines an
at-risk historic site outside of Roswell’s Historic District that is barely hanging on amidst
residential development and lack of funding for preservation. Genevieve and J. Timothy
Keller point out that “The rapid rise in the value of farmland…near urban centers…has
made much rural land attractive to investors and developers. …the overall national trend
remains toward development of rural areas near population centers and scenic

17

Roswell Resident interviews with the author, March and April 2011.
Cofresi and Radtke, A Richer Heritage, 134-135.
19
From author-attended HPC meetings in 2010.
20
Ibid
18
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attractions.”21 Roswell’s long-gone rural character is an example of this national trend,
where a boom in development during the 1970s and 1980s eradicated most of the
farmland, leaving only trace reminders such as the Hembree Farmhouse site. This article
is meant to draw readers’ attention to the fact that Roswell’s history does not stop at the
borders of the Historic District, and it is important that people are aware of such at-risk
locations and may become inspired to try and make a difference in saving the site.
The fifth article follows the progression from an at-risk historic site to a historic
site that is unable to be saved and is ultimately lost. The entry explores the loss of the
historic Lebanon Baptist Church that was a very visible presence at a major intersection
in Roswell for more than a century. This visibility was why I decided to use the church’s
story to show readers the challenges of historic preservation when preservation efforts
come into conflict with valuable real estate property and financial issues. For almost ten
years the site existed in a three-way tug-of-war between preservationists, restaurant
developers, and banks. During this time, the church almost became a restaurant, almost
was nearly razed to clear the valuable property at the site, and was almost moved to an
entirely new location. If it had been converted or moved, the church would have been
part of the historic preservationist pattern that Cofresi and Radtke discuss, with the
“aesthetic and economic advantages…a preservation presence brings to a community”.22
Other historic buildings in Roswell have been converted into successful restaurants, and
moving the church would both free the valuable real estate property it occupied and allow
the building to be preserved and reintegrated back into the city’s landscape. It was finally

21

Genevieve and J. Timothy Keller, “Preserving Important Landscapes” in A Richer Heritage: Historic
Preservation in the Twenty-First Century, ed. Robert E. Stipe (Chapel Hill: The University of North
Carolina Press, 2003), 207.
22
Cofresi and Radtke, 155.
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decided to move the church, but unfortunately the building was completely destroyed by
a mysterious fire only a month before the scheduled move. The loss of the church serves
as a cautionary example of how vulnerable historic properties are when they are in highdensity commercial area outside the immediate protective policies of a historic district.
The sixth entry sets the tone for the following article by offering readers an
overview on the Roswell Mill ruins and Vickery Creek Dam. I share my own experiences
with the site and consider how well it has been maintained over the years that I have
visited it. Readers who may be unfamiliar with the site are provided with a close look at
this historic area with on-site photographs, and selected interviews from residents and
visitors spoken with at the site.
The seventh article follows the foundation laid out by the sixth entry and explains
to readers how the Roswell Mill ruins and Vickery Creek Dam came to be preserved. It
shows how crucial volunteer efforts in Roswell have been to the city’s historic
preservation efforts by focusing on the “Save the Dam” campaign that took place during
the 1980s. When members of the Roswell Historical Society and other volunteers found
out that erosion and high water levels were threatening to wash away the 19th century
dam, they launched a successful movement to save it by lobbying the city and raising the
money to help repair the damage and reinforce the dam’s structure.
Roswell’s three house museums –the “Southern Trilogy”: Bulloch Hall,
Barrington Hall, and the Smith Plantation are the focus of the eighth and final article in
the blog. Readers who are residents of, or visitors to Roswell will be familiar with these
sites are they are very visible landmarks in the Historic District. Those readers may also
have some knowledge about the history of the sites. But most of the readers will probably
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not know how the sites came to be preserved and obtained by the city. This entry
provides the readers with a brief history of each site and then explains how the city of
Roswell came to acquire each one; whether through contributions from volunteer-driven
movements as with Bulloch Hall or by the city taking the initiative as it did with the
Smith Plantation and Barrington Hall.23
The blog entries show readers how local historic preservation issues are
connected together; there are varying risks to the preservation of historic sites (nature,
lack of funding, real estate development) and these sites are mainly dependent on the
work of volunteers to keep them safe. The “Preserving Roswell” blog attempts to engage
and educate its readers about Roswell’s historic preservation by exposing them to new
ideas and perspectives on historic preservation issues, and by making them conscious of
not only the “direct, positive experiences with both the aesthetic and economic
advantages that a preservation presence brings” but of how these experiences create the
community enhancing aspect that defines Roswell. 24
Reaching the Public
As Cofresi and Radtke note, “Preservation has always been driven by grassroots
efforts” and Roswell’s experience with its own historic preservation endeavors is no
exception.25 In 1961, volunteers created the History Room in the antebellum-era Roswell
Presbyterian Church, ten years before the Historic District was created. The History
Room was the first “concentrated effort dedicated to gather and preserve information,

23

All of these blog articles are available on the “Preserving Roswell” Blog at
http://preservingroswell.wordpress.com/
24
Cofresi and Radtke, A Richer Heritage, 155.
25
Ibid, 130
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photographs and artifacts pertaining to Roswell’s early history”.26 Many of the city’s
historical sites exist today because of other grassroots campaigns –most notably the
Vickery Creek Dam, Bulloch Hall and its surrounding property, and the Hembree
Farmhouse. And while managerial staff at the three historic house museums are paid
employees of the city, volunteers are the ones who provide the on-site tours and
contribute to help organize special events such as historical reenactments, summer camps,
workshops, lectures, etc. The Roswell Historic Preservation Commission and the Roswell
Historic Society, the two groups with the most input on historic preservation in the city
are also made up entirely of volunteers.
Volunteers are a critical part of Roswell’s historic preservation efforts, but they
are unable to accomplish much if they do not have public support, which volunteers
generate by raising awareness of their projects, through public meetings, websites,
fundraisers, etc. Similarly, in order for the “Preserving Roswell” blog to accomplish the
goal of generating public discussion about historic preservation in Roswell, the public
would first have to know about the blog. In addition to developing blog topics of general
interest and differing purposes, two methods were used to try and raise awareness of the
blog’s existence and purpose.
The first method used to generate interest in the blog relied on word-of-mouth,
first-person networking. I described the blog and encouraged participants to visit it and
add their own thoughts to it, during the interviews and in-person discussions with
participants. Nearly every participant I spoke with expressed interest in the blog and they
were provided with the link to the blog’s site. Some word-of-mouth interest was also
created by the participants when they were asked to let anyone else interested know about
26

Darlene M. Walsh, Roswell: A Pictorial History, 170.
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the blog’s existence. These particular participants were mostly older adults over the age
of 50 –including the Roswell city employees, the Roswell Historical society member, two
historic site volunteers, about eight of the Roswell visitors, and six Roswell residents.
There were also several younger participants (20s or 30s) who were made aware of the
blog in this first-hand manner, all current or former Roswell residents.
The second method focused on advertising the blog via online networking. A
Twitter account was created to provide links to the blog’s updates for the general public.
This feed was linked to by several other Twitter accounts and used keyword “tags” such
as “Historic Preservation” and “Roswell” that would show up in specific searches. A
Facebook account was also used to provide access and updates for a smaller group of
participants, all in their mid-20s.

Analyzing “Preserving Roswell”
The “Preserving Roswell” blog and the attempt to engage readers in an online
conversation about historic preservation in Roswell is the core focus of this project.
“Preserving Roswell” is also about advancing public knowledge about local historic
preservation and serving as an example for others seeking to understand the motivations
and experiences of historic preservation participants and stakeholders in other locations,
especially through the use of new technologies. All of the visitor interviews and most of
the resident interviews were informal and unplanned, occurring on location at historic
sites or within the Roswell Historic District. Through these interviews, participants
revealed their views and experiences with historic preservation and I was able to share
information about the project and the blog with them. And although the blog entries did
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not produce the expected online discussions, offline feedback reveals that the entries
served as an informative source about historic preservation in Roswell for readers.

Gauging the Blog’s Contributions to the Conversation
Throughout the duration of the blog’s construction from January to April of 2011,
“Preserving Roswell” evolved from an anticipated space for public discussion about
historic preservation in Roswell into an informative resource for readers who otherwise
would have no interest or knowledge about Roswell’s historic preservation.
Overall, offline reaction to the blog from participants and readers was extremely
positive. Offline feedback received from participants who read the blog but did not
comment on it online, revealed that most of the historic preservation topics were
completely new to them and made them think more closely about Roswell’s historic
preservation. “[Historic preservation] is not a daily thing in my mind,” one interviewparticipant-turned-reader informed me. “I just don’t think about it unless it comes up in
the newspaper, so talking about it…and reading about it [on the blog] was very eyeopening.”27 In an email from April of 2011, another reader said “I had no idea the
[Roswell Historic Preservation Commission] existed…I always thought the federal
government was in charge of the historic places. I also forgot that Hembree Farm was
still back there, I hope [Roswell] can do something with it!” Seven offline commentators
also expressed that they were motivated to visit Roswell’s Historic District, or pay more
attention to the area if they were residents, because of the blog. One of those participants
said, via a Facebook message in early April of 2011, she had moved to Roswell when she
was in high school and always thought “the [Historic District] was just a place to shop or
27
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go to the library. … I’ve never been to Bulloch Hall before but I’m going to…spend a
day [in the Historic District] now and take a tour.”
Participants also responded favorably to the idea of having information about
Roswell’s historic preservation online and available to the public in a non-academic
format. After being told about the blog, one visitor said during an interview at the Smith
Plantation in March 2011 “that would be nice…you could link it to the trip review sites
about where to go or eat. [Your blog] could be sort of a preview to what [visitors] can
expect.” And after I discussed the blog with a city employee during an interview, I was
told “…there’s so much [online] about Roswell…So one dedicated site for each part of it,
preservation, public involvement like meetings and special events, [the blog] could be a
useful…supplement to the city’s official historic site webpages.” 28 However, the
feedback was mostly reserved for using the blog as a source of information. Participants
seemed less-than-enthusiastic about joining a public discussion about Roswell’s historic
preservation –at least online.
18 of the total 26 interviewed participants expressed a preference for real-time,
face-to-face discussion about historic preservation in Roswell instead of talking about it
online. One participant suggested to “maybe work [information about Roswell’s historic
preservation] into the museum tours. Have a 10 minute Q&A once the tour is done.”29
Another participant said that “it’s…easier when you see who you’re talking with. I also
talk better than I write.”30 Variations on “Talking better than writing” were one of the
more frequent reasons for preferring real-time discussion, occurring in about 16 of the
interviews. And although not an explicitly stated preference, 11 of the participants
28
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mentioned in their interviews the fact that they do not seek out online discussions about
anything in the first place, much less those about historic preservation.
These results reflect the interactive and conversational aspect of the “Preserving
Roswell”: During the length of the project, from January to April of 2011, there were 131
recorded visitors to the blog site but only two submitted comments. Recent research
about online habits and age groups suggests that the numbers of readers vs. the lack of
comments is fairly common. Participation in blogs falls almost at the bottom of online
activity lists for people aged 18 years and older. However, passively reading blogs
appears frequently as an “average” online activity for most age groups. 31 It may be that
in order for “Preserving Roswell” to gain active participants in the historic preservation
discussion, the blog must become more visible to more people.

Making an Online Connection by Getting the Word Out
The most critical factor in the blog’s development into a passive, educational
space instead of an interactive discussion about Roswell’s historic preservation was that
the social networking/advertising of the blog was not widespread or effective enough to
reach a sizable amount of readers interested in participating in online discussions about
local historic preservation.
Participation in the blog could be increased by improving the blog’s visibility to
an audience actively searching online for information on historic preservation. through
methods such as: Linking to the blog through websites with high traffic such as Digg or
reddit, creating a LinkedIn profile to highlight the blog, linking to the blog through
websites/forums/other blogs with a focus on historic preservation (or on the city of
31
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Roswell), actively using Twitter to reach out to those interested in historic preservation
about the blog, submitting articles on Roswell’s historic preservation to historic
preservation websites or blogs, and creating an online mailing list for interested readers to
provide them with immediate updates and access to the blog. Offline, the blog could be
advertised in the city’s local newspapers (Roswell Revue and News, the Roswell
Neighbor), advertising in historic preservation publications concentrating on the state of
Georgia, and further advertised at Roswell’s historic sites (with the necessary permission
granted) with printed leaflets that provide informative blurbs on each site’s historic
preservation and a link to the blog with something along the lines of encouraging readers
to “find out more about Roswell’s historic preservation”. Advertising in these locations
reaches the demographic of readers that may not think about historic preservation on a
daily basis or may not be aware of the growing conversation online about historic
preservation issues.

The Online Historic Preservation Presence
The transition of historic preservation discussions from the real world into the
online one via social networking is still in its early stages. Because there is only a small
(but growing) historic preservation presence online, potential readers of “Preserving
Roswell” may not even be aware that there is an online historic preservation discussion to
participate in. This is potentially another reason why the blog transformed into a passive
educational site instead of being an engaging space for interaction. However, other online
blogs focusing on historic preservation may indicate that awareness of online historic
preservation conversations is growing and being primed for a stronger participation
presence in the near future.
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Two other blogs that focus on historic preservation, “PreservationNation” and
“Now & Then: Utah’s Present History”, share some interesting similarities with
“Preserving Roswell” 32. All the blogs express the desire to get the stories and importance
of historic preservation out there online for the public to have access to –from national
examples with “PreservationNation” to state-specific with “Now & Then” to townspecific with “Preserving Roswell”.
As with “Preserving Roswell”, the articles on the other blog sites are crafted to
appeal to average readers by using photographs and videos, and by focusing on a variety
of “everyday” historic preservation issues; such as Civil War battlefields at risk from
Wal-Mart construction33 or “before and after” photo essays about historic houses in a
small town.34 It is more difficult, however, to gauge if these sites are attempting, as
“Preserving Roswell” is, to actively engage readers in online conversation about historic
preservation or if the articles are constructed with the more explicit intention of simply
informing readers –commentary optional.
If looked at overall, the number of comments per number of entries on each blog
are fairly limited. In one week alone, “PreservationNation” may have eleven separate
articles posted, but only three comments in total. “Now & Then” has 18 different entries
for the month of April and these received a total of eight comments. It seems relative –as
with “Preserving Roswell”, there are a number of factors to consider in the generated
discussion versus the offered information. Still, perhaps it is more important to first raise
awareness about historic preservation for online readers, by making the information,
32
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whether concerning local or national issues, accessible and approachable for them. Once
readers feel that they are able to participate in the conversation, contributions to online
historic preservation discussions will hopefully rise.

Concluding Thoughts
“Preserving Roswell” was created to advance the knowledge of local historic
preservation, to open a dialogue with the public about Roswell’s preservation efforts, to
be used as an example for others seeking to understand the motivations and experiences
of historic preservation participants and stakeholders in other location, and to serve as an
illustration as to how new technologies can be used to facilitate discussions and further
knowledge about historic preservation. Because online discussion of historic preservation
is still a developing entity and because a widespread advertising campaign to raise
awareness of the blog is crucial, “Preserving Roswell” transitioned from its original
purpose as an interactive space to discuss Roswell’s historic preservation into an
educational resource for its readers. Participants in the “Preserving Roswell” interviews
responded positively to the idea of the project as a source for information about
Roswell’s historic preservation. However, there was expressed reticence about continuing
the discussion online, a trend that is reflected by internet usage according to age groups.
People were reading the blog but they were not interacting with it.
But even if the audience of “Preserving Roswell” did not become active
participants in the historic preservation discussion, the blog serves as a successful
platform for introducing readers to topics about Roswell’s, or any other city’s historic
preservation efforts that they would otherwise not have any knowledge about, or may
perhaps be misinformed about. It is necessary to inform as many readers as possible
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about the reality and importance of historic preservation, because a “congressional debate
on National Trust funding [demonstrated] that many individuals and elected politicians
believe that preservation is anti-progress and elitist…and that some of the historic
resources it protects are not really worth preserving. Many even believe that, as an
‘aesthetic’ regulation, preservation is simply a frivolous exercise of the ‘taste police.’ ”35
There has rarely, if ever been complaints in Roswell about “taste police.” In the
years that I have lived in Roswell, I have never seen the Historic District as portrayed as
anything but a positive asset for the city. There are sometimes debates about how the
importance of maintaining the Historic District’s “authentic” 19th century appearance
when modern demands such as road widening to accommodate traffic or new
construction appear in the picture. But residents appear to have always been supportive of
the city’s preservation efforts. Former Mayor “Pug” Mabry, and a long-time serving
member of the Historic Preservation Commission until this year, reflected on the reaction
of Roswell citizens when the Historic District was created in 1971:
I think… [the Roswell city council] made it clear to the louder people that we
weren’t going to take their houses. I lived [in the District] as well and that helped
probably. It was natural…to think like that. I told them this was about keeping
their homes safer in the long run and I don’t know if everyone came ‘round but
enough did. And now you see where we are…you still get some loud people but
most are going to work with [the Historic Preservation Commission] to keep [the
history] right.36
And it does seem that residents do want to “keep the history right”, as they have proven
numerous times in the years since the formation of the Historic District, whether they
take the first steps in a fight to save a historic site such as the Vickery Creek Dam or by
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volunteering to give tours and help with events at the historic house museums. “The
history” in this case, is that of Roswell’s and of the people that either have roots in the
city or have adopted the history as their own. I believe that “keeping [the history] right”
means that the people involved in Roswell’s historic preservation efforts are focused on
maintaining not only the 19th century “authentic” aesthetic that has come to serve as the
city’s identifying feature but also are focused on ensuring the story of Roswell’s history
is preserved for visitors and future generations to learn from. Roswell is fortunate to have
such people who understand historic preservation efforts are more than just about
aesthetic standards. But for other people out there that do not have the same appreciation
for historic preservation, “Preserving Roswell” can act as a means to begin drawing their
attention to local historic preservation issues.
“Preserving Roswell” joins a growing community of blogs, such as
“PreservationNation” and “Now & Then: Utah’s Present History,” that strive to raise
awareness of historic preservation issues online. Raising the consciousness levels of the
average online reader regarding historic preservation is essential; as while the present
may not yet be the right time to expect immediate interactive participation from readers,
the opportunity is certainly coming in the near future. In the particular case of
“Preserving Roswell,” gaining readers with the interest to contribute to the online historic
preservation conversation will also require an expanded advertising focus, both online
and off.
The “Preserving Roswell” blog will continue to grow and shape itself according
to how Roswell’s historic preservation develops in the future and how historic
preservation discussions evolve online, because discussions about local historic
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preservation will eventually no longer be confined to meetings in library conference
rooms. Anyone with an internet connection and the interest can go online to become
more informed or to offer their contribution to an online debate. Historic preservation
efforts can be expanded to take full advantage of social networking beyond blogs, with
everything from online petitions, fundraising auctions, real-time conversations in chatrooms with any number of participants, to slideshows and videos that are accessible at
any time. Bringing Roswell’s historic preservation origins, its present-day issues, and its
future concerns online is an important and necessary step in its evolution from its grassrootsbeginnings fifty years ago, when a small group of volunteers with the desire to share and

preserve Roswell’s unique history created a history room in a church built in 1839.
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preservingroswell
Just another WordPress.com site

An Introduction.
Posted on April 15, 2011 by roswellproject

“Preserving Roswell” is an ongoing project focusing on historic preservation in the

city of Roswell,

Georgia. This phase of the project is a blog that intends to inform and invite discussion from readers about
Roswell’s historic preservation. This blog is open to everyone–from people involved directly in Roswell’s
historic preservation to anyone with just a passing interest in the topic of historic preservation.
I will use a variety of resources to construct the blog entries, from interviews to newspaper articles that will
also be enhanced with pertinent pictures and video as needed. And by asking specific questions in the entries,
inviting comments and feedback I will encourage readers to interact with the entries and each other. Entries in
this blog will explore various aspects of historic preservation in Roswell –from discussion on the city’s historic
sites to exploring how these sites were preserved in first place. And why is historic preservation in Roswell
important? Is it to maintain historic integrity and/or authenticity? Is it for local history preservation or
history in general? Is it because of heritage? Is it for aesthetic appeal, a distinctive “look” that only Roswell
has?
When the blog reaches its close in April, I hope to have further expanded on, and garnered more public
interest in the work and efforts of the people that work to preserve Roswell’s history. The final entry’s
conclusions will be developed and shaped by the research and development of the preceding entries and any
relevant discussion/comments generated by responses to individual entries.
Posted in Uncategorized | Leave a comment

Roswell Reflections
Posted on April 15, 2011 by roswellproject

I grew up in Roswell and have lived here for 26 years. I remember when a trip to the old Kroger (now a
shopping center) on Mansell and Highway 9 was a simple task, not the traffic-clogged ordeal it is today. I
remember even when I was growing up there were still more fields and woods around than bland, cookie-cutter
neighborhoods and McMansions.
As a child, I was aware that part of my hometown was “old” and that some of the houses looked like the ones in
“Gone with the Wind”.

This is totally what happened in Roswell during the Civil War.

History was often blurred with fictional elaboration in my immature mind: “There was a really big battle here
and everything was burned up and all the people had to move to Atlanta until the houses were rebuilt.”
I can’t quite pick out a particular moment or time when I truly became aware of Roswell’s actual history.
Because I grew up here and have lived here for 26 years, I would have to say my interest was a gradual,
evolving thing that was shaped by several major influences throughout my life here.
I was about three years old when the Roswell Mill “re-opened” in 1987 with shops and restaurants –
preservation with a modern functionality for all to enjoy -all I really remember (because that was all I cared
about) was having my face painted by a clown and staying away from the giant elevator with wrought-iron
scrolling that I thought was a cage. But in the following years I often ended up back at the Mill with my family,
either to eat at a restaurant or go window shopping. As time went on and the Mill transformed into offices and
event space, the visits tapered away but the building remains a fixture in my memory.
When I was in elementary school I went to summer camps at Bulloch Hall that gave children a taste of 19th
century life. I remember creating handkerchief dolls, dipping cotton strings into heated wax and creating
candles, wearing somewhat itchy t-shirts with a picture of the house on the front, and the sticky, stifling heat
of Georgia summers. The other campers and I were given a tour of the house; we learned about its history and
that of the Bulloch/Roosevelt family and most of it was forgotten by lunchtime. History was merely a backdrop
to old-fashioned arts and crafts and mosquito bites. But I had still been exposed to it, even if its importance
wouldn’t mean anything to me until much later on.
Likewise, I remember climbing up and down the wooden and incredibly steep stairs on the original Vickery
Creek trail across the street from Founder’s Cemetery. I was impressed enough with the rusting skeleton of the
mill ruins and dutifully squinted at the interpretive signage, but never really wondered why the mills had been
built, why they had been burned down, or why the ruins were even there in the first place. They were
interesting to look at, but I was usually more concerned with getting down to the bottom of the stairs and
looking for arrowheads in the creek-bed. Apparently my younger self’s brain operated in the following fashion:

Columned porches and cotton mills?
Boring. Cherokees and arrowheads?
AWESOME.

Bulloch Hall: An important part of my childhood, even if it took me well over 10 years to realize it.

Roswell Mill Ruins

As I grew up and became more aware of my hometown surroundings, I started to take more of an interest in
the near-weekly visits either to, or through the historic district.
I would press my nose to the backseat window of my mother’s minivan
as we drove by that “big white mansion behind the stone wall”
(Barrington Hall) across the street from the mill, and would wonder
aloud who lived there. “A very old lady,”would be Mom’s answer. I
don’t think I had quite grasped the concept of private property at the
time –I thought if a house was old and important, everyone should be
able to go inside of it and look around, like at Bulloch Hall.
But even with my growing interest in looking at historic Roswell, I
didn’t bother learning about it more completely until high school.
It was around that time (2001) I decided to “take a day off” and go on

Fulfilling a non-too-serious childhood dream: Standing
in front of the "big white mansion", right before going
inside it.

a tour of the Archibald Smith
Plantation. The house had been open to the public since 1994, I know
that I had been invited to tour it before, but it had just never
concerned me that much -and nor had I voluntarily returned to tour
Bulloch Hall or walk around the mill ruins during most of my middle
to high school years.
So what changed? Why did I decide Roswell was more than just a
The Smith Plantation House

place to live? I think that as I grew up, I came to not take my
hometown’s unchanging features for granted. Things were, and still
are, changing. Some buildings are torn down, some are built up. Auto

and pedestrian traffic makes leisurely drives down Canton Street a thing of the past, but it’s hard to resist
avoiding this bustling, lively strip of restaurants and shopping. I believe it’s impractical and impossible to
expect Historic Roswell to remain completely static, especially since Roswell’s population is currently around
90,000. But I feel confident in saying there is a definite balance between the needs of historic preservation
and the demands of modern progress in Roswell. After all, the city continues to grow and yet about 95 percent
of its original historic structures are still preserved today

Posted in Uncategorized | 1 Comment

A Preamble on Preservation and Progress
Posted on April 15, 2011 by roswellproject

As I said in my last entry, despite my early, several-times-a-month-or-so exposures to brick 19th century
storefront facades and white-columned porches, I never paid much attention to why, when, or where there
were changes to the familiar landscape around me. On really, really reflecting, it wasn’t until I was in high
school that I started to notice, and care, about what was happening on Canton Street and down to the
intersection of S. Atlanta Street and Azalea Drive on the Chattahoochee River. There had once been some older
apartments right off Canton Street that were torn down and replaced with small conglomeration of
townhouses constructed to blend into the architectural style of the historic district. The shops and restaurants
in the Roswell Mill gradually closed until the building mainly became an event space for wedding receptions.
The Founders Club at the Bricks (apartments constructed for the mill workers in 1840) gave way to residential
renovation that heralded a huge influx of construction: condos and townhouses were suddenly crowding into
the hills surrounding the Mill.

In the foreground, overgrown 19th century mill ruins. In the center, the
current Roswell Mill building. In the background, modern condos.

I’ll be honest and say I’m not too fond of those new residential mill buildings, even though I concede to their
economic value.
Of course changes don’t happen overnight. The ones I’ve mentioned above, I believe occured within the past 10
years. I have to say that these, and other changes that have taken place in Roswell’s historic district since it’s
official creation in 1971, are not that jarring for the most part. There are guidelines that must be adhered to
and standards to be upheld, while still allowing for certain necessary modern requirements.
Forthcoming, an entry on the Roswell Historic Preservation Commission: A very important part of change in
Historic Roswell. (And the reason there are thankfully no neon-green and purple buildings.)
Posted in Uncategorized | Leave a comment

The Roswell Historic Preservation Commission: Preventing Neon-Green Buildings since 1988.
Posted on April 14, 2011 by roswellproject

Changes, like the David Bowie song, are an inevitability in any city…even in a historic district. Sometimes
buildings need to be painted or torn down or constructed. Maybe a shop wants to put up a new sign. Perhaps
you’ve noticed while driving down Canton Street that there are no neon-green houses or giant inflatable blue
apes in front of the restaurants.
Who is responsible for overseeing such matters? Who regulates changes in Historic Roswell? The answer is the
Roswell Historic Preservation Commission.

Where the preservatio magic happens.

I offer the following summary of the Roswell Historic Preservation Commission:
Founded in 1988, the Roswell Historic Preservation Commission is responsible for overseeing visual and
structural changes to historic sites or structures within the Historic District. The Commission is made up of
seven Roswell residents that represent a cross-section of the population, ranging from Roswell Historical
Society members to real estate developers. The Historic Preservation Commission upholds standards and
guidelines of property appearance in the Historic District that takes historic consideration as a strong, if not
the priority in making decisions regarding visual changes. Colors must be historically accurate, new
construction must reflect historical standards, certain height/size restrictions must be adhered to, etc. It is
thanks to the Historic Preservation Commission’s upholding of these historically-relevant standards that there
will never be a polka-dot painted building cropping up on the Square.

If you can see this monstrosity, youre not in Roswell.

An average meeting of the Historic Preservation Commission (HPC) consists of the Commission discussing and
then approving, denying, or recommending changes to plans for (mainly) aesthetic changes to property, either
residential or commercial, in the Historic District. In the article “Local Government Programs: Preservation
Where it Counts”, authors Lina Cofresi and Rossetta Radtke point out that the decisions made on such
changes “have a direct and immediate impact on property values and the economic feasibility of what an
individual property owner proposes to do. Typically, the commission’s jurisdiction is limited to exterior
appearance and, as a legal matter, focuses strongly on what can be seen from a nearby public street”. This is
more often than not the case for the Roswell HPC, where such changes can include the required legal “fencing

off” of an outside dining area for a sidewalk café (in this particular case, there was no former precedent in the
city for the type of fencing needed and everything from velvet ropes to cast iron fencing was suggested),
signage for businesses (size, design, location, etc.), the color a homeowner may paint a house/fence/shutters,
modifications to structures, and any other conceivable cosmetic issue that may arise concerning property in
the Historic District.
There were 8 meetings of the HPC in 2010, including one specially called meeting to finalize a vote from a
previous session. During the course of these meetings, the HPC considered 21 cases and approved 9 without
issue and approved 12 with conditions. There was only one deferment and not one rejection of any submitted
request. Most of the requests brought before the HPC were standard, completely acceptable ones that only
required approval because of the property’s location within the Historic District. One of the biggest, “visible”
requests came from the above-mentioned issue with fencing off a sidewalk café’s dining area from the rest of
the sidewalk on the ever-busy Canton Street. Because there is no historical precedent for sidewalk fences in
Roswell, the HPC had to decide on a standard for any potential future cases–and settled for relatively
inconspicuous lengths of chains supported by dark metal poles.

Dining poles (and chains) for Canton Street
sidewalk cuisine.

What all this means (at least to me) is that the HPC works hard to maintain the aforementioned “authentic”
look for the area while also avoiding the pitfall of being labeled an enemy to residential and business owners in
the Historic District. Nothing was denied in the 2010 year and nobody is (visibly) complaining. In the past
decade, Roswell has avoided any major controversies between the HPC and private citizens that sometime
seem to beleaguer other historic areas. There have not been any petitions circulated by disgruntled
homeowners because the HPC denied a request to paint their house orange or protests organized by businessowners because the HPC wants all storefront signage to be in Arial font. (Did Arial font even exist in the 19th
century?) Yet I can’t help but wonder what it would take for the HPC to deny a request, beyond the obvious,
obnoxious examples? (See: right above per crazy colors and font dictatorship.)
There’s no denying that the HPC is a strong a bulwark in Rowell’s historic preservation efforts. I believe it does
its best in trying to balance the rights of private citizens, the maintenance of the Historic District’s appearance
as historically relevant, and creating economic opportunities with residential and commercial development.

(According to the website, the HPC meets the second Wednesday of each month at 6 PM in City Hall. Meetings
are open to the public, so go check it out if you’re interested in seeing the governmental process behind historic
preservation.)
Posted in Uncategorized | Leave a comment

History Off Hembree (Road)
Posted on April 14, 2011 by roswellproject

There is still history to be found in Roswell outside of the Historic District, although it’s easy to miss -blink and
you’ve probably driven past it.

"Reginald, did you see that house we just drove past?" "No Miriam,
Im afraid I did not."

Hembree Road is an interesting strip of pavement that meanders through a decent reflection of what Roswell
has been, where it is, and where it’s going. On one stretch, fields and farmhouses are nestled next to a large
park with baseball fields and walking trails. On the other side of the road sits an elementary school and a
middle school. Further up the road, Hembree intersects with Alpharetta Highway in a clash of car dealerships,
banks, and fast food restaurants. The road continues on past a hospital and is now lined with office parks. As it
reaches the end, drivers can turn off it to head over to North Point Mall, if so inclined. From fields to the
mall…it’s an interesting trip if you take the time to really look out the window.
Back where the fields are is the focus of this post: Hembree Farm, an overlooked bit of Roswell history. Given
its location between an elementary school and a large neighborhood, it’s hard to notice unless you have your
eye out for it.

"Oh look, Reginald! There it is!" "Blast it all Miraim, Im trying to drive! This
is a school zone!"

The Hembree Farm site includes the gravesite of the farm’s original owner, Elihu Hembree, as well as a
farmhouse and several outbuildings that were built in 1835 or 1836. These are supposedly the oldest standing
buildings in the city of Roswell.
The entire farm was once about 600 acres, with land on both sides of present-day Hembree Road. Today, all
that has been preserved of the original property is one acre of land and the previously mentioned buildings.
The site is fortunate to even exist today, considering its out-of-the-way location outside of the Historic District
and its shaky history over the past few years.
In 2004, plans were being made for Roswell to purchase the remaining five acres (of the original 600) for
$500,000. Meanwhile, Barrington Hall (entry here) had been made available for purchase. Hembree Farm was
put on the backburner in the excitement over the city’s acquisition of Barrington. Was the farm doomed? In
2006, the non-profit corporation trying to purchase the site, Hembree Farm Living Education History Center,
was disbanded and plans for the city taking charge were abandoned (*please see my note at the bottom of this
entry). Nevertheless, the Hembree family descendents were loathe to entirely lose the site, even if the city was
unable to contribute to its preservation.
Almost a year after the original plans fell through, Bob Miller and Carmen Ford, the owners of Hembree Farm,
decided to donate one acre and the remaining buildings to the Roswell Historical Society. That was nearly 4
years ago. Since then, the farmhouse has been moved 200 yards away from its original location in order to
make room for planneddevelopment. Today, the house sits adjacent to a neighborhood’s colorful plastic
playground, a chain-link fence separating the properties.

"My brother said its haunted." "I once saw a headless man sitting on the roof!"
"I bet it would make a radical clubhouse!"

I wonder what the kids think about the house or if they know anything about its history.
The site’s future remains iffy –I’ve interviewed several people with some insight into the project’s development
and there’s still no definite answer. At the end of the day, it comes down to money and location, location,
location.
Hembree Farm is not conveniently located to Historic Roswell and it’s very easy to miss: there’s no signage to
indicate its presence far off the street and traffic demands that more attention be paid to the road than to the
shrinking pastoral surroundings.
The outbuildings next to the guardrail appear like odd flashes from the past
as you drive past. (Although recent activity at the site seems to indicate these
buildings arebeing moved or reinforced.)
So what is to be done with it? An
anonymous source involved in Roswell’s
historic preservation spoke with me about
the available options.
One popular choice, turning it into a house museum, was quickly dismissed:
“In order for a house museum to be successful, it has to be significant and

The first of the old outbuildings seen next
to Hembree Road.

have great architecture or have belonged to
someone people are interested in.”As
relevant as the site is to Roswell’s early
history, especially its underrepresented

agricultural past (Hembree Farm supplied a great deal of cotton to the mill),
the average visitor to Roswell would probably not be as interested in paying
a visit to the out-of-way location just to look at an old farmhouse that had
been renovated a few times over the years. Therefore, Hembree Farm’s
success may lie in making it an interactive part of Roswell as a community
center with a historic bent, as the source suggests. “[Use it as a place to]
teach crafts, historic preservation, family history, photography, how to can
food, how to grow an organic garden, how a cotton picker works, anything
related to history.”
Unfortunately, the source admits to having no idea as to when such a plan
could be put into action, citing finances and the farmhouse’s current
condition. “With the economy, donations and grants are impossible to get.

Another one of the outbuildings.

[We’re] trying to get bricks, labor, and mortar donated to restore the
chimneys. The first thing to get done is getting the normal essentials [such
as] lights, water and security established.” So for now, Hembree Farm remains in a state of limbo –while not
bulldozed into nothingness; it remains unused on a small plot of land next to a busy road, overshadowed by
modern development. Without the proper funds to maintain it, Hembree Farm could simply deteriorate away
and that would be a tragic loss for Roswell’s agrarian history.

(For the sake of aesthetics, all direct references and footnotes will now be available on request. If you want to
drop me a line to find out a source, please feel free to do so unless it was an anonymous source. I won’t be able
to help you out there.)
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The Church That Was Almost Saved
Posted on April 14, 2011 by roswellproject

(Disclaimer: There are no pictures in this entry beyond my own creation, as I was busy being a self-absorbed
college student during the time period in question and therefore did not feel inclined to take any pictures of
the church when it was still standing.

*But there are newspaper articles with photos. I will gladly

share those with anyone interested.)
2004 was a year of points for Roswell’s preservation efforts –it was high on the acquisition of Barrington Hall,
stuck in the middle with Hembree Farm, and finally at a low with the loss of a historic church that had been
the focus of a major property dispute.
Lebanon Baptist Church was founded in 1836 and is historically associated with being the first church in
Roswell to allow the slaves of its white residents to attend services. The church building associated with this

post had been constructed in 1916 at the intersection of today’s Crossville (Hwy. 92) and Alpharetta St. (A
Bank of North Georgia is now standing on the location.)

A red X marks the former spot of the Lebanon Baptist Church.

In 1994, the church building and 2.8 acres of land had been sold to the city when the congregation moved to a
larger sanctuary down the road. For years the city debated on a number of proposed uses for the site, which
was located outside the boundaries of the Historic District, but was prominently placed in the center of
Roswell’s busy commercial midtown where thousands of people drive through everyday. Even though support
by residents and the city council was strong for preserving the site as a historic property, it was sold to a
restaurant developer in 1999. Sometimes we must concede that the costs of preservation and maintenance can
get get pricey. Fortunately though, terms in the sales contract stipulated the new owners would restore and
maintain the historic structure.

It was a relatively happy conclusion for everyone –the site would maintain

its historic past and there was money to be made.
But the restaurant development stalled and stagnated, and the property was again sold in 2003, this time to
the Bank of North Georgia. Controversy erupted then, as the National Slave Memorial Partners sued the bank
with the claim they had an oral agreement to acquire the property from them. This, in spite of the fact the
bank had also agreed to the stipulation of the building’s preservation, with the additional intention of moving
it to a safer location on the Lebanon Baptist’s Church current property on Crabapple Road. Fulton-County
Superior Court dismissed the case and it seemed that the church would be given a second chance without
further interference.
Then, only a month or so away from the scheduled move date, the building mysteriously caught fire and was
destroyed. The official explanation concluded that “the night was quite cold…the fire may have been started by
vagrants trying to find some shelter.” Unofficially, many suspected the fire was intentionally set by unknown
persons. Whatever the cause, the loss of the church was a striking blow to the residents and preservationists
that had fought for it; a reminder of how all their work could literally go up in smoke, and how truly vulnerable

any building truly is, no matter how secure its future seems.
So what can we learn from this? For one, it was only the building that was destroyed. The congregation itself
had a new home at the time of these events and remains a strong and thriving community today. For another
point, perhaps it can be seen as a learning experience concerning (would-be) historic property in high density
commercial areas outside of historic districts. They are far more vulnerable to zoning and developmental
regulations and sadly, only the old Silos that are in Crabapple come to mind as a close example. Any readers
out there have any other suggestions to bring up?
(*Once again, for aesthetic purposes, references and footnotes to quoted sources have been removed. If you are
interested in any of this information, please get in touch with me.)
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Dam! Mill Ruins!
Posted on April 14, 2011 by roswellproject

Roswell would not be what it is today without Roswell King and his cotton mill. Without the mill, Roswell
would never have had an industry that formed the economic backbone of the community for decades. Without
the mill, Union troops would not have had a reason to consider the (mostly) women and children working there
during the Civil War as traitors and they would not have deported them up North. Without the mill, there
would be no Ivy Hall and untold numbers of brides would have to look elsewhere to have their wedding
receptions. …now I’m stretching it, I apologize.
And the mill would have been nothing without the dam.
Let’s look at where all this began. Here is the dam, which was built in 1836, constructed one year before the
mill:

The original Roswell Mill Dam. Accept no substitutes.

And here are some shots of the mill ruins:

Roswell Mill Ruin Wall

I missed the official description for this, but I think thats a water flume in the
background?

All in all, its just another shot of a wall.

Now, I can remember coming here as a child (as I discussed in one of my first entries) and that was always an
experience. It varied as to whether it was a good or bad experience depending on the humidity, the
mosquitoes, and my general mood. Who else remembers the old walkway that stretched from Founders
Cemetery down the hill and wove its way through the mill ruins, down to Vickery Creek? Going down was nice,
but coming back up…ugh. I also have the fond memory of my father quietly cursing whenever there was no
parking available up by the cemetery.
The newer generation has it so much better. A few years ago, access to the ruins was completely updated: New
educational signage was installed, more pedestrian-friendly walkways were built and the entrance to the site
was moved to the base of the Roswell Mill building by the reconstructed covered
bridge.

An amusing child-memory: I was convinced that where

the new bridge is located, was actually where Union trips tried to cross to get into Roswell. I could not
understand why the retreating Confederates felt they had to burn the bridge over such a puny river (creek)
because all the guys in blue had to do was walk through it. Were the Confederates hoping the Yankees wouldn’t
want to get their feet wet? What about the horses? And how silly was it for the Yankees to hike through all
those woods and the mountains, just to be thwarted by a stream. “Well boys, we’ve had a good run, but the
dashed bridge is burnt up, my horse just got a new set of shoes, and that water looks pretty wet. Time to head
back to New Jersey!” It baffled me for the longest time, until the words “Chattahoochee” and “River” actually
clicked in my brain.

The reconstructed covered bridge, and not where Yankee troops invaded Roswell.

The machine shop. The only remaining building at the site, stubborn survivior of the Civil War and
several fires.

A shot of the updated walking paths at Vickery Creek. I apologize to the people I walked into when I turned
around and walked backwards to take this shot.

An example of the improvements done to conserve the mill ruins: Protective roofing, security
enhancements, glare-resistant educational signage...

The last two shots above show other changes, which I feel are all for the better.
The more fragile and (at least as I can remember from long-ago visits) prone-to-vandalism remaining hulks of
metal machinery are better protected by the walkways and newly-constructed protective roofs; they create an
unobtrusive barrier for visitors, better protect the ruins from the elements, and seemingly make direct access
to these spots more difficult for would-be vandals. Of course, I only base that last bit on the pleasing lack of

assorted bottles and cigarette remains I once associated with always being at the site.

It might look like junk to some people, but at least its old junk and not beer bottles.

A recent visit on the weekend here found a variety of visitors –picnicking families, hikers taking a detour from
the sprawling Chattahoochee Forest across the creek, couples leisurely strolling, and even a couple of
photographers.
I asked a few of the visitors what they thought about the site.

I apologize for frightening any visitors that day, I was just SO excited to talk to
people about this!

An older gentleman: “It’s nice…different from the other parks because the old buildings are here.” [I asked if he
knew about the history.] “I read the signs the first time or so I was here. But then you come here to walk so it’s
just a nice background. I like the wooden path…easier on the feet.”

A younger family: mother, father, two children:
Mother: “We come here because we live right up the road. I like that it’s got this history, even if [son and
daughter] don’t care about it. It’s really beautiful now that spring is here, you feel like you’re in a completely
different place.”
Father: “There’s no playground—“ [the kids start fussing here] “But yeah, not right here. I mean, there’s the
one up there.” [He gestures up to where Mill Road probably is and the adjacent small park.] “We go there too
but come here because it’s cooler. I like the water and…I guess the ruins are cool too. I wouldn’t really know
otherwise if they hadn’t been kept.”
[I ask if he would care and he shrugs.] “I’m from Los Angeles, I don’t really care about the Civil War…”
Mother: “Well, I grew up in Marietta and I think the whole area is lovely. I want [my kids] to know about
history so I’d say this is definitely important to keep.”
An older couple, man and woman:
Man: “I’ve lived in Georgia my whole life. [He launches into a lengthy description of seeing the farms turn into
malls and one-lane roads become highways, etc.] I think this is just fine what they’ve done here.”
Woman: “I’m very familiar with the whole history here, and this is so nice. I especially like that they opened up
the place across the road –“ [I inform her it’s Barrington Hall] “Yes, Barrington. It’s lovely, so it’s nice to come
here and see the mill that the family there ran, what’s left of it, of course. [she laughs]
As you can see from the photos, what’s left is of course, not much. Stone walls, rusting machinery and flumes,
and only one intact building still stubbornly standing.
And I realize that a small sampling of casual conversation with a few people hardly makes for definitive
research, but in all the years I’ve lived here I’ve never heard anyone complain about the site or argue that it’s a
waste of space.

Educational signage is plentiful at the site, keeping visitors well-informed of the history here.

If you want to share you stories about the mill site, please feel free to post them here!
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Dam! Part the Two: Preservation or Bust.
Posted on April 14, 2011 by roswellproject

I’d like to add an interesting story I came across during my research on Roswell’s historic preservation. In my
last entry, I covered the mill ruins and dam at Vickery Creek. But did you know that there was a time in the
early 1980s when the future of the site was in jeopardy?
One of the most remarkable things, I feel, about Roswell’s historic preservation is how involved volunteers unpaid, everyday residents -are and how they work with such passion to preserve the city’s irreplaceable
historic sites.
The Vickery Mill creek site was acquired by the city of Roswell in 1977. This was 37 acres of very important
historical property, including the mill ruins, the mill dam, and Founder’s Cemetery. Then in 1981, a few visitors
to the dam site who were also members of the Roswell Historic Society, noticed that something wasn’t quite
right.
A large amount of rainfall in the past few months had resulted in stronger-than-usual river currents. Because
of this, the stones that comprised the dam were being washed away. It was crumbling into nothingness, and at
risk of completely falling apart by the end of the
year.

This issue was

first brought to attention of the Roswell Historic Society (RHS) [1] in early 1981. The dam was in obvious need
of repair, and in turn, the RHS brought this pressing issue to the attention of the city council.

And then came the question that so frequently dogs all historic preservation: Would the financial cost of saving
the dam be worth the cultural investment? It was estimated a complete restoration could cost as much as
$500,000. A partial restoration was also proposed, costing anywhere from twenty to one hundred thousand
dollars. One of the council members voiced his concerns over the proposed costs: “I don’t disagree with the
desire of the city to preserve the dam, but I feel this would be the first in a long stream of dollars to be spent on
the dam [which] would be about equal to the amount of water that leaks through
it.”

RHS member (and future mayor of

Roswell) Jere Wood then voiced his opinion: “If only people realized the historical significance and beauty of
the area, there would be greater citizen support for saving the dam.”
The support of the citizens of Roswell would indeed prove to be the critical point for saving the dam from ruin.
As Wood had said, more residents needed to be made aware of the dam’s relevance to Roswell. Unfortunately,
it initially seemed the RHS was going to have a hard time getting public support behind their efforts. In one
newspaper article about the issue, it was pointed out that “some councilmen contend only 5,000 people in
Roswell know where the dam is, and taxpayer’s money shouldn’t be spent on something that is unknown.” This
is another thorny issue in preservation debates -if you can’t see it, or don’t know about it, does it matter?
The sad, hard truth is that sometimes public support for preservation projects is only strong whenever the
projects have a direct, positive influence on residents’ literal backyards. That is, will the project benefit
property values? “No? Then who cares?” “Wait, yes it will increase the value of my house? SAVE THE
HISTORIC SITE!”
In 1981, the dam was essentially as in the middle of nowhere as a place could get in Roswell. But the RHS had a
strong cause to fight for and managed to rally support from the public and local businesses with fundraisers
throughout the summer of 1981. Their efforts were successful, and the city agreed to budget $58,000 for the
most basic restoration of the dam. The restoration was further enhanced the next year, when a further
$25,000 was spent to build a walkway with educational signage throughout the mill ruins, leading from the
Founder’s Cemetery at the top of the hill, to the dam at the bottom.
And that was what I grew up with, trudging down and then up walkway that wove its way around crumbling
stone walls and rusted skeletons of machinery. I thought the dam was a beautiful “all natural” waterfall (until I
learned better). Today, it’s even more enjoyable to spend a lazy afternoon at the site, thanks to the upgrades I
discussed in my last post. I feel an incredible sense of gratitude to the RHS members who organized the “Save
the Dam” campaign all those years ago. It gives me a sense of hope that if another major historic preservation
issue came up in Roswell, historic preservation would win over budget arguments.
Now that I’ve shared the story of how Roswell almost lost one of its most historic structures, what do you
think? Is the financial cost of preservation worth the cultural investment? Do we have an obligation to future
generations to preserve these sites?

[1] All citations relevant to the “Save the Dam Campaign” by the Roswell Historical Society were found in a
scrapbook put together by an anonymous R.H.S member during the campaign from 1981-1982. If you would
like specific sources, please let me know and I will be happy to provide you with them.
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The Southern Trilogy: House Museums and History
Posted on April 14, 2011 by roswellproject

The heart of Roswell’s Historic District may be the restaurant and boutique lined Canton Street, but it’s the
three house museums, aka “The Southern Trilogy”, that provide the draw for visitors in the first place.

Bulloch Hall, Smith Plantation, and Barrington Hall

Anyone driving around Roswell’s Historic District has undoubtedly glimpsed white columns and wellmanicured gardens at some point in time -maybe it was on the way to City Hall or the Cultural Center. Maybe
it was while sitting in traffic on Atlanta Street, or while heading down Marietta Highway. And maybe you’ve
been in one of the house museums before, perhaps years ago for a school field trip or you’ve taken your own
children there.

This entry will be focused on the histories of the three house museums of Roswell:

Bulloch Hall, Barrington Hall, and the Smith Plantation. Who built them? How did they come to be a part of
the Historic Roswell Scene? And what do they offer to the Roswell community?
BUT FIRST!

What is a house

museum? A historic house museum is exactly what it sounds like. It’s a house with historic relevance that has
been turned into a museum. The traditional focus of house museums are the period furnishings and pieces.
These are often supplemented with topic-specific exhibits, that give visitors a look at the typical lives of the
houses’ former residents.
BULLOCH HALL

Bulloch Hall

Bulloch Hall is a temple-style Greek Revival house that was built in 1839. It was the home of Major James
Stephen Bulloch, one of the founders of Roswell. His youngest daughter, Mittie, married Theodore Roosevelt at
Bulloch Hall in 1853. Please note that’s Theodore Roosevelt Senior. Mittie would eventually become the mother
of Theodore “Teddy” Roosevelt, the 26th President of the United States.
The house’s antebellum history and its presidential connection makes it very appealing to a wide variety of
visitors. Perhaps this is why it was the first of the Trilogy to be acquired by the city of Roswell.
In 1977, six years after the creation of the Historic District in 1971, the citizens of Roswell organized a
campaign to acquire Bulloch Hall. It had been on the market since 1974. With the support of the Roswell
Historical Society and former Mayor Pug Mabry, the city of Roswell purchased Bulloch Hall and sixteen acres
of its original property in 1978.
Today, Bulloch Hall is open to the public as an educational house museum. The site’s focus is primarily on the
history of the Bulloch Family, its connection to the Roosevelts, and as the other house museums, provides a
solid background on early Roswell history. One of its most notable events is during the Holiday season, when
the house is festively decorated and hosts a re-enactment of Mittie and Theodore Roosevelt’s wedding.
Throughout the year it is also host to exhibits on quilts, special Black History Month events, and various
themes such as antique dolls, clothing, and the lives of children in the 19th century.
The acquisition of Bulloch Hall served as a catalyst for the expansion of Roswell’s historic district in 1986,
which included the purchase of historic house museum number two, the Archibald Smith Plantation.
I had the opportunity to speak with Mr. “Pug” Mabry, former long-time mayor of Roswell and under whom the
Historic District was created. “Purchasing Bulloch Hall really opened people’s eyes,” Mr. Mabry explained in an
interview last year. “They were able to visit it and go inside, so it was theirs, it wasn’t just Bulloch Hall. That
made expanding the district in the eighties easier; they were more willing to work with [the city] then.”
THE ARCHIBALD SMITH PLANTATION

The Archibald Smith Plantation

The Archibald Smith Plantation was built in the 1840s by another of Roswell’s founders, Archibald Smith. The
site originally included about 300 acres of cotton fields and was a large supplier of material for nearby Roswell
Mill. By the time it was sold to the city of Roswell, the property was considerably smaller. It is important to
note here that the owners of the Smith Plantation had received offers from developers to purchase the land for
commercial/residential construction. But the owners were strong in their conviction that the property should
be preserved and instead sold it to the city of Roswell around 1984. One major stipulation to the sale was that
the longtime housekeeper, Mamie Cotton, be allowed to continue living in the house.
The sale also included room for the construction of the Cultural Arts Center and City Hall, and a sizable buffer
of trees and landscaping for the Smith Plantation house and its outbuildings from the nearby parking lots and
busy roads. The Smith Plantation is very unique in that the Smith family never threw anything away.
Numerous artifacts from the family’s daily lives has been recovered, and most, if not all of the furniture in the
house is original to all periods of the house’s occupation from the 19th century on to the 1990s. Because of
this, the focus of the house is on the lives of its fascinating residents, starting with the first Smith family in the
19th century, to the next generation who lived there beginning in the 1940s, and to its last resident, Mamie
Cotton, who died in 1994. (Note that the house first opened to the public for tours in 1992.) The Smith
Plantation is also home to varying displays, such as an exhibit on antique hats, Victorian mourning traditions,
and the popular Fall Farm Days where guests can experience daily life on a 19th century farm.
BARRINGTON HALL

Barrington Hall (In Profile)

The third house museum in the Trilogy is Barrington Hall.
Barrington Hall is arguably the most important house museum to Roswell in terms of its local historical
relevance. It was built in 1842 and like Bulloch Hall, was constructed in the Greek Revival style, with columns
surrounding the wrap-around porch of the building.
Barrington Hall was the home of Roswell’s major co-founder, Barrington King. Roswell King, the town’s
namesake and other major co-founder was Barrington’s father.
The Kings were responsible for the construction of the mill that would become the main backbone of the town’s
economy and the reason that Yankee troops would eventually target Roswell in July of 1864 during the Civil
War.
During the time up to its purchase by the city, Barrington Hall remained a privately owned residence. Its
prime position at the intersection of two very busy roads overlooking Roswell Mill, resulted in a few painful
brushes with development over the years. The widening of Marietta Highway has made it impossible to walk
from Roswell Square to Barrington Hall, unless you have a death wish. This same widening also resulted in
th

having to move its elaborate 19th century entrance gate to a new location in order to prevent it from being
destroyed. Past discussions about widening Atlanta Street (or Roswell Road, depending upon your driving
direction) have also threatened the beautiful gardens, although for the time being this no longer appears to be
a risk.
The purchase of Barrington Hall in 2004 by the city of Roswell assured the site’s continued safety. An
important stipulation was made during the purchase by the previous owner, “requiring the site to remain
undeveloped beyond what is there now”. The house was finally open to the public for the first time in 2005,
and today explores the lives of the industrialist 19th century King family and those of their descendents that
lived in the house in the years to come. Barrington Hall is also popular for its “Bard in the Yard” series, where
Shakespeare’s plays are performed on the lawn for the public.
(*Usual disclaimer, if you would like sources or references used in this entry, please let me know and I’ll be
happy to provide them.)
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Arriving in January 2011
Posted on December 5, 2010 by roswellproject

A blog about historic preservation in Roswell, Georgia. There’s a cemetery in the middle of a parking lot, but
does it matter? A homeowner wants to paint her house in the historic district a bright pink; is she allowed to
do that? What’s the deal with that white house on the corner of Atlanta Street and Marietta Highway? Why
does it matter if some old building is torn down? Answers to these questions, along with hopefully intelligent
discussion about many other topics concerning local historic preservation all coming in January 2011.
Posted in Uncategorized | 1 Comment
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Preserving Roswell
PROJECT OVERVIEW:
Even before its creation of a historic district in 1971, the city of Roswell, GA has
always tried to preserve its antebellum past as often as possible. Private owners of key
historic properties acted as stewards of history over the years, and eventually sold these
sites to the city instead of to developers. However, in the face of inevitable growth, other
historical sites have been lost to either development or commercial appropriation.
Because of its close proximity to Atlanta and local appeal to would-be
suburbanites, Roswell has had to deal with a sharply growing population (currently at
about 90,000), an increase in commuter traffic that often comes to a standstill at certain
times of the day, and fierce demand for commercial and residential property. Over the
past thirty years, Roswell has struggled to maintain a balance between the demands of
progress with the need for historic preservation.
The intent of this project is to explore how the city of Roswell preserved historic
sites even as it dealt with rapid growth and development. It will look at the history of the
city’s preservation beginning with the creation of the historic district in 1971, continuing
on to current preservation projects and future plans. Oral history interviews will be
conducted with those both involved in the city’s historic preservation efforts and in the
city’s development.

If you have questions regarding the project or the above, please contact:
CONTACT INFO
Emily Fox
Student Researcher
emilysfox@gmail.com
770-355-7202

Kennesaw State University
LeeAnn Lands, Ph.D., Assoc. Professor of History and American Studies
Dept of History and Philosophy and American Studies Program
1000 Chastain Rd, MC2206
Kennesaw, GA 30144
678 613 6754 (cell)
llands@kennesaw.edu

Emily Fox
AMST 7900
September 30, 2010
Lands and Stewart

Hoelscher, Steven. “Making Place, Making Race: Performances of Whiteness in the
Jim Crow South.” Annals of the Association of American Geographers 93
(Sept. 2003): 657-686. <www.ebscohost.com>
Hoelscher focuses his study on how romantic, idealized images of the Old South
were presented to visitors of Natchez, Mississippi during the era of Jim Crow. He
found it to be a largely gender and class based performance –well-to-do white
women twirled about in hoop skirts while African Americans (apparently
willingly) played the roles of cheerful slaves picking cottons, all for the
entertainment of white tourists. Here, the emphasis on place is particularly
important. The backdrop for these “moonlight and magnolia” scenes were, of
course, elegant antebellum houses with tall columns –images impossible to
remove from the association with the white South. The elite whites of Natchez reconstructed the Lost Cause landscape by reinforcing their memories of the South
onto the collective minds of Natchez tourists. Such incessant emphasis on the
romanticized vision of the South undoubtedly impacted how current interpretation
of historic antebellum locations, if not presented as such to, are at least expected
by visitors.

.

Owens, Jeffrey A. “Placelessness and the Rationale for Historic Preservation:
National Contexts and East Texas Examples.” East Texas Historical Journal
43 (2005): 3-31. <www.ebscohost.com>
Owens, a professor of history at Tyler Junior College, approaches the issue of
historic preservation from a very localized perspective. He explores how
communities place value (or lack of) on historic sites, its impact on economic
development, the effectiveness of various preservation cases, and the overall
importance of historic preservation for the community rather than as a tourist
venue. More practical than academic, this essay emphasizes how communities can
use their historic sites as valuable determiners against “placelessness” –the lack of
distinguishing geographical features, aka a generic landscape.
Stipe, Robert E. “A Richer Heritage : Historic Preservation in the Twenty-first
Century.” Richard Hampton Jenrette Series in Architecture & the Decorative
Arts. Chapel Hill University of North Carolina Press, 2003
An excellent, all-encompassing source of a variety of topics concerning modernday historic preservation, including sections on landscape preservation, the impact
of tourism at historic sites, the impact of the private sector in preservation,
reasons for continuing preservation, various ethic and social concerns, etc.
Cofresi, Lina, and Rosetta Radtke “Local Government Programs: Preservation
Where it Counts.” 117-156
This article provides a thorough overview of the importance and contributions of local
governments in historic preservation. Discussion on this in the years prior to, and after
the passing of the 1966 National Historic Preservation Act includes the local preservation
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constituencies, the impact of volunteers, preservation planning and regulations, local
politics, and increasing public participation. “Local Government Programs” also touches
upon issues concerning cultural diversity, how old something must be before it is
considered historic and gentrification. As I am interested in exploring these issues in my
project, I feel that this article will be a valuable resource in my research. I have been
especially piqued by the discussion on cultural diversity and gentrification, as this seems
to be underdeveloped aspect of Roswell’s historic preservation/public discussion.

Keller, Genevieve P., and J. Timothy Keller “Preserving Important Landscapes.”
187-222
I am interested in this article in terms of how “landscape” is defined in preservation. The
article addresses the typical idea of landscape in terms of battlefields, gardens, rural
locations, etc., but says at the beginning that “Landscape preservation is now as likely to
apply to a tallgrass prairie reclamation…as it is to restoring a colonial garden or
reconstructing a fence for a New England house.”1 Cemeteries are also mentioned as part
of the “mainstream” landscape preservation scheme. There are several historic cemeteries
in Roswell, two of which are rather sizable and located on or between high-traffic fourlane roads, and one that has nearly been swallowed up by a shopping complex. There are
also the ruins of the Roswell Manufacturing Company (Roswell Mill) that had been left
to nature after burning down in the early 20th century. Today it has been reclaimed by
Roswell and turned into a public-friendly walking trail that connects to part of the
Chattahoochee River National Recreation Area. Once accessible only by a rickety set of
stairs with the remnants of the building and machinery left open to vandals, the majority
1
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of the ruins are behind chain-link enclosures and a meandering wooden boardwalk winds
through the creek-side ruins. The issue here is with the encroachment of expensive
townhomes and condos into the area and visibly altering the approach and surrounding
landscape of the site.

Mayes, Thompson. “Preservation Law and Public Policy: Balancing Priorities and
Building an Ethic” 157-184
This article offers a concise and approachable exploration of historic preservations
conflicts with society –from government involvement and individual/property rights to
zoning conflicts and suburban sprawl. It provides background information and general
summaries of these problems that I believe will contribute to my research as it
encompasses a broad enough outlook on the issues to be easily applicable to the Roswell
project.

Stipe, Robert E. “Where Do We Go From Here?” 451-493
In the closing chapter, Stipe explores the prospects for historic preservation in the 21st
century. He discusses the “uncontrollable” issues such as money and national politics, as
well as the internal conflicts amongst various preservation and historic societies as they
work for their own particular interests. A key discussion I feel connects with my research
is on the redefining of what is worth preserving today. This idea emphasizes that
“preservation of place [is] as important as the preservation of buildings.”2 Other issues
Stipe raises are the modern reasons of why preservation battles are fought (to oppose bigbox retailers on principle), and the role of local preservation and government.
2
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I feel it is important to consider how such issues have an effect on my own research
(especially with the “what is” historic issue), so this article will be an important point of
reference in my work. Stipe’s emphasis seems to be that current preservation trends must
Vallance, Elizabeth. “Local History, ‘Old Things to Look At’, and a Sculptor’s
Vision: Exploring Local Museums Through Curriculum Theory.” Defining
Memory: Local Museums and the Construction of History in America’s
Changing Communities, Ed. Amy K. Levin. Lanham, Maryland: Altamira
Press, 2007.
Vallance’s essay explores the role of the small/house/local museum on the
community in which it resides. Interaction of the community itself is an important
of this role, whether through volunteers (usually older white women) organizing
and dictating the visitor’s experience, and of the insider vs. outsider experience
with these museums. Although Vallance uses examples of Midwestern museums
and historic sites, her approach to the interpretation of house museums on a social
level can be applied to a Southern perspective as well.
(Multiple essays, one book.)
Shackel, Paul A. Myth, Memory, and the Making of the American Landscape.
Gainesville, Florida: University Press of Florida, 2001.
In the introduction to this collection of essays, editor Paul A. Shackel of the
University of Maryland emphasizes the key associations of power and memory:
“Memory can be about forgetting a past, creating and reinforcing patriotism, and
developing a sense of nostalgia to legitimize a heritage.”3 The several essays cited
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below in particular focus on the interpretation of memories regarding the Civil
War and “place”. The assignation of battlefields and Civil War era cemeteries as
sacred places, and the controversies associated with the control of defining their
specific memory, can also be used to examine the underlying meanings of
antebellum houses that are open as museums to the public.
Seibert, Erika M. “The Third Battle of Manassas: Power, Identity, and the
Forgotten African-American Past.” 68-80.
In her essay, Seibert explores how over the years, the publicly available
memories and histories of the Manassas Battlefield have been controlled by
National Park Service who focused on “freezing” the battlefield to its 1861-1862
appearance. This freezing results in the loss of all other historic associations with
the site that do not fall into the designated time frame, and presents the park with
the controlling, majority voice of a white interpretation.
Temkin, Martha. “Freeze-Frame, September 17, 1862: A Preservation Battle at
Antietam National Battlefield Park.” 123-137.
This essay, much like Seibert’s, looks at the controversial issue of freezing the
landscape of a Civil War battlefield to reflect a specific period of time, more often
than not the date of the battle, as with Antietam: September 17, 1862. At
Antietam, the fear of freezing the battleground stresses the exclusion of other
memories. Temkin raises the issue of the loss of the memorials erected by
veterans and various groups over the years, little to no focus on the lives of the
farmers and slaves that worked the farmland the battle occurred on, or how the

surrounding landscape still essentially remains an agricultural community with its
own import to offer to Antietam’s history.
Shackel, Paul A. “The Robert Gould Shaw Memorial: Redefining the Role of the
Fifty-Fourth Massachusetts Volunteer Infantry.” 141-156.
In this essay, Shackel examines the interpretation and meaning of the Robert
Gould Shaw Memorial for various people from its first display in 1897 to the
present. Negative interpretation of the memorial, which displays Shaw riding his
horse in the foreground while African-American foot soldiers march behind him
brings up the concern of “reinforcing social and racist inequalities”, while more
recent acceptance has come with the civil rights movement and the greater
attention paid to the contributions of the soldiers serving with Shaw instead of
solely on Shaw himself.4
Burgess, Laurie. “Buried in the Rose Garden: Levels of Meaning in Arlington
National Cemetery and the Robert E. Lee Memorial.” 159-173.
Burgess keeps to the theme of exploring historic preservation in the context of the
place’s interpretation. Arlington Cemetery is not explicitly “frozen” as discussed
by Seibert and Temkin, since it continues to be used as a burial site today and has
had a number of varying monuments erected on its landscape over the year.
However, similar to frozen historic sites, there has been controversy over what
Arlington reflects as “meaning” today. Burgess discusses the acquisition of the
site by the United States government during the Civil War and how it was held as
a place more for honoring the Union dead as visible Confederate commemoration
was forbidden for a number of years after the war. She also points out the
4
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overwhelming male aspect of Arlington, noting how the presence of women in the
military is limited to an oddly placed memorial on the grounds. According to
Burgess, as times change, it is necessary to redefine the meaning of Arlington.

Other Considered Sources:
Pavoni, Rosanna. “Towards a Definition and Typology of Historic House
Museums.” Museum International 53 (2001): 16-21. <www.ebscohost.com>
De Gorgas, Monica Risincoff. “Reality as Illusion, the Historic Houses that Become
Museums.” Museum International 53 (2001): 10-15. <www.ebscohost.com>
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If you do not wish to include minors, it may be useful to note in the cover letter or consent form that minors are not
allowed to participate.

7. Future risk. How are participants protected from the potentially harmful future use of the data
collected in this research?
a. Describe measures planned to ensure anonymity or confidentiality. Interviews will NOT be
anonymous unless requested by the participant in their consent form.
b. Describe methods for storing data while study is underway. Data will be stored on a password
protected computer.
c. List dates and plans for destroying data and media once study has been completed. No data will
be destroyed, as is the standard practice in oral history.
d. If audio, videotape or other electronic data are to be used, when will they be erased? No. See
above.
8. Illegal activities: Do the data to be collected relate to any illegal activities?
If so, please explain.
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Preserving Roswell
Questions for Oral History Interviews
Please introduce yourself and tell me what attracted you to historic preservation in
Roswell specifically?
(Why is Roswell important as a historic venue?)
Why is historic preservation, especially that of the local kind, important?
Please tell me about how the Smith Plantation became a part of Roswell’s historic
landscape: The site’s purchase by the city, its development into a house museum, and
how it stays involved with the public scene today (exhibits, summer camp, etc.).
When did local people first begin to think that preservation of historic sites in Roswell
might be an important thing to do? Why? Was there resistance?
How has the public opinion on preservation projects changed over the years in Roswell,
and what would you say is the public interest in such projects today?
Have you noticed any differences in views on preservation vs. development based on the
length a resident has lived in Roswell? (Ex. Are long-time residents more for, or against
development when compared to the interests of more recent residents?)
What are the challenges in preserving historic sites against city growth and development?
Sometimes preservation of a historic site conflicts with road widening, a shopping center,
or similar project. What are the issues that need to be addressed when resolving a conflict
like this?
In terms of the cultural benefits, is the return on the cost required for preservation worth
the investment?
Do people who are for development ever change their minds in favor of preservation? If
so, at what point does this happen? Why do they change their minds? (Or vice versa,
preservationist suddenly in favor of development.)
In your opinion, from the time that Roswell created its first historic district in 1971, what
has been the biggest preservation success story?
What has been the biggest historic loss in Roswell since 1971?
Is there ever a time when the rights of the majority to enjoy a preserved historic area such
as the Roswell historic district, outweigh the rights of private property owners?
(Questions continue on next page.)

What are your views on using historic sites as private/commercial spaces? (Naylor Hall,
Great Oaks, the Bricks, the mill area residential/commercial development.) What are the
benefits (or lack of) that come with such usage?
Please tell me about (if there are) any upcoming historic preservation projects that
residents of and visitors to Roswell might be interested in.
And finally, how successful would you say the city of Roswell has been in its historic
preservation efforts?

